Possible Mechanism of Placental Mesenchymal Stem Cell-Derived Neural Cell Transplantation on the Recovery of Neurogenic Bladder Function after Spinal Cord Injury
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ABSTRACT

After spinal cord injury, more neurogenic bladder function is caused. The purpose of this article is to investigate the possible mechanism of placental mesenchymal stem cell-derived neural cell transplantation on the recovery of neurogenic bladder function after spinal cord injury. 50 SPF Wistar rats were selected to establish a spinal cord injury rat model and divided into experimental groups and control group, 25 animals in each group, the experimental group was transplanted with placental mesenchymal stem cell-derived nerve cells, and the urodynamics and TUNEL positive rate were compared. The results of the study showed that compared with the control group, the maximum bladder capacity and bladder compliance of the experimental group increased significantly (P<0.01), and the bladder basic pressure and urinary leakage pressure decreased (P<0.05). The values of these four items are 2.318ml, 28.892cm H2O, 46.34 cm H2O, and 0.1389ml/cm H2O, respectively. It can be seen that the transplantation of neural cells derived from placental mesenchymal stem cells is of great significance for the recovery of neurogenic bladder function after spinal cord injury.
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Introduction

Since the new century, various traumas have led to an increase in spinal cord injury (SCI), which has seriously affected the patients’ daily lives and increased the family’s financial burden (1).

Placental mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) nerve cell transplantation plays an important role in the subsequent treatment of neurogenic bladder function after spinal cord injury (2). This is the consensus of experts in the medical field. He injected green fluorescent-labeled MSC into the lumbar spine of spinal cord injured rats. It was observed that the animal model's movement and nerve function were restored to varying degrees, and some of the transplanted cells became nerve cells (3). Claudia can observe the regeneration of a large number of neurons and the regeneration of a large number of astrocytes after MSC injection in rats (4). Lu found that the brain-derived nerve application factor DNA was transfected into MSC through liposome transfection enzyme, thereby improving the motor function of the lower limbs (5). Du transplanted undifferentiated MSC and observed a significant increase. Compared with the control group, the loss of axons and myelin is reduced, and scar formation is reduced. Importantly, the animal's nerve function has been improved (6). Sun transplanted MSCs into rats and found that the volume of the spinal cavity decreased and the white matter increased. Although no markers of neurons, glial cells or oligodendrocytes were detected, axons were found by electron microscopy (7). In short, the use of placental mesenchymal stem cells to prevent scar tissue hyperplasia, anti-nerve cell apoptosis, anti-inflammatory effect and secretion of nerve growth factor and other characteristics to solve the problem of spinal cord injury.

Urogenital diseases caused by the neurogenic bladder are usually serious complications in the late stage of SCI patients, and urinary tract dysfunction is caused by nerve damage to the lower urinary tract. Currently,
there are many studies in the medical field. A study by Pashmina showed that pelvic floor electrical stimulation therapy can effectively relieve urinary tract symptoms (8). Kumar reclassified patients with bladder dysfunction due to SCI based on the coordination of bladder detrusor, urethral sphincter and internal urethral pressure (9). Jung uses a simple self-made bladder volume measurement device to treat SCI neurogenic bladder patients and conducts bladder function training using guided intermittent catheters based on the measured bladder volume and residual urine volume (10). Tiwari's research found that the correlation between urodynamics and neuroimaging and ultrasound is unclear. Therefore, bladder management should not only rely on clinical evaluation of the bladder or separate neurological examination but should always include urodynamic examination (11). Hao used a portable ultrasound system to accurately measure the residual urine volume of patients with SCI and pointed out that two-dimensional ultrasound can be used to observe changes in the urinary system of patients with SCI, including the kidney, ureter, bladder, and prostate (12).

Sekido N has studied the loss of neurogenic bladder function in spinal cord injury (SCI) not only affects the quality of life but also places a heavy burden on patients' families and society (13). This article mainly explores the possible mechanism of placental mesenchymal stem cell-derived neural cell transplantation. 50 SPF Wistar rats were selected to establish a spinal cord injury rat model. For each group of 25 animals, the experimental group underwent transplantation of placental mesenchymal stem cell-derived nerve cells and compared urodynamics and TUNEL positive rates. The results showed that the content of activated caspase-3 protein in the control group was 0.439±0.091KD, and the experimental group was 0.235±0.089KD. The innovation of this study is the first transplantation of neural cells derived from placental mesenchymal stem cells. Because the stem cells of the placenta are highly differentiated, it is easier to treat neurogenic bladder after spinal cord injury.

Mesenchymal stem cells are easy to isolate and obtain and have anti-scar tissue growth, anti-neuronal cell apoptosis and anti-inflammatory effects, but the functional treatment of stem cells is still unclear. More and more studies can reduce the affected cavity and reduce the reaction of microglia/macrophages (14). Mesenchymal stem cells also secrete neurotrophic factors, such as interleukin 6, interleukin 7, and vascular endothelial growth factor. All these factors play an important role in repairing nerve damage. There are many ways to manage mesenchymal stem cells (15). For example, the antioxidant and anti-inflammatory effects are enhanced. During spinal cord injury, mesenchymal stem cells can be injected into the spinal cord using the subarachnoid space. Studies have shown that erythropoietin can accelerate this migration and repair spinal cord injury (16, 17). The function of mesenchymal stem cells and their effect on spinal cord injury are shown in Figure 1.

Spinal cord injury is a complex pathophysiological process that can cascade (18). Two mechanisms can cause spinal cord injury. The first is the main damage. In other words, this is a direct nerve injury caused by a strong mechanical external force at the time of injury. Cell necrosis and death occur shortly after injury. The other is secondary injury (19). Many scholars believe that primary injury rarely leads to complete transection of the spinal cord, and secondary injury is the main obstacle affecting the recovery of nerve function. SCI undergoes a series of reactions, including the generation of oxygen free radicals, the proliferation of glial cells and infiltration of inflammatory cells, which significantly inhibits nerve regeneration in the damaged area (20). These processes influence and interact with each other to form a vicious circle. Currently, basic experimental and clinical treatments are used for secondary spinal cord injury (21). Some procedures can promote the regeneration of necrotic nerve cells, some treatment procedures can reduce the generation of free radicals.
and inflammation, while other treatment procedures can reduce spinal cord edema reaction, increase local blood supply, minimize neuronal necrosis and promote the recovery of nerve function.

Therefore, in the current study, we tried to evaluate the possible mechanism of placental mesenchymal stem cell-derived neural cell transplantation on the recovery of neurogenic bladder function after spinal cord injury.

Materials and Methods
Establishment of Spinal Cord Injury Model
As shown in Table 1, fifty SPF Wistar rats (weight 196g-260g) were alternately placed in a quiet and ventilated environment for 12 hours at room temperature of 18°C-23°C and humidity of 50%-65%. Wistar rats gradually adapted to the environment. Establish a rat model of spinal cord injury, divided into an experimental group and a control group, 25 in each group; the experimental group undergoes placental mesenchymal stem cell-derived neural cell transplantation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Humidity</th>
<th>Experimental operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>18-23°C</td>
<td>50%-65%</td>
<td>Mesenchymal stem cell transplantation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>18-23°C</td>
<td>50%-65%</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Establishment of the experimental model: a longitudinal incision was made in the midline of the rat's back, the incision was about 4 cm long, and the skin and subcutaneous fascia were cut to expose the muscles in the surgical area. The key membrane extends to the position closest to the posterior midline and brings the spinous process of the thirteenth thoracic spine of the rat close to the level, while the blunt dissection of the paravertebral muscle exposes the rat spinous process, lamina and transverse process. Fix the spine with the fixing grooves and clips on both sides, and then place it under the homemade spinal cord injury strike device. Beat the affected head, and then squeeze the spinal cord for 2 minutes. After spinal cord injury, spinal cord edema and hyperemia can be seen, and the spinal cord becomes black.

Experimental Instrument Materials
Inverted fluorescence microscope, ultra-pure water machine, electronic precision balance, ultra-clean workbench, ultra-low temperature refrigerator, -80°C low-temperature refrigerator, -40°C refrigerator, real-time quantitative PCR instrument, basic fibroblast growth factor, anti-mouse GFAP, Nesting antibody.

Experimental Testing Measures
Treatment within 6 hours after collecting the placenta: placenta indentation, washing the placenta and umbilical vein space with PBS solution containing double antibodies, and separating and culturing by blocking method (22). After 14 days of culture, count the number of colonies, fuse the cells to 70%-80%, and digest with a digestion solution rich in 1.25g/L trypsin-1g/L ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (2.5-5.0) x 103/L cm², counted as P1 cells.

Cell transplantation was performed 9 days after spinal cord injury. After successful anesthesia with chloral hydrate, each layer of tissue was cut to isolate the exposed spinal cord injury, 10μl of cell suspension was drawn into the center of the injured area with a microsyringe, and each layer was sutured to the skin layer. During the perioperative period, it can enhance mouse care and reduce mortality (23). Cyclosporin at 10mg/kg/d was injected during transplantation. The mice were sacrificed 4 weeks after cell transplantation, and the spinal cord of the injured area was collected for dissection and examination. After inducing transplantation, human placental mesenchymal stem cells induced by nerve cell induction solution in the spinal cord injury area were injected into the cell population.

Urodynamic study: After 7 days of intervention, a urodynamic study was conducted on each group of rats, running parallel groups alternately, and recording the bladder pressure curve. Rats were injected intraperitoneally with 350%/kg 10% chloral hydrate (24). Take photos in the supine position after full anesthesia. The multi-channel physiological recorder is connected to the micro-infusion pump and the F3 catheter through a three-way tube. After emptying the bladder, insert the F3 catheter through the urethra, then gently introduce it into the rat bladder, and inject saline at 25-35°C. The bladder pressure increases as the volume increases (25). The basic bladder pressure is the initial pressure value after the catheter is inserted into the bladder. The maximum bladder pressure is the peak value in the pressure graph during the entire detection process. When fluid is first
discharged from the urethra, the perfusion rate is recorded as the maximum volume of the bladder, and the pressure value at this time is recorded as leakage, specifically.

\[ C = \frac{\Delta V}{\Delta P} = \frac{1}{T} \quad (1) \]

**Observation Index**

(1) The change of TUNEL positive rate in spinal cord tissue (26). The positive rate of apoptosis is the ratio of positive cells counted in the field to the total number of nuclei. (2) Analyze the change of caspase-3 expression in spinal cord tissue, analyze the gray value of target protein and internal reference β-actin, and use the ratio of the two gray values as the relative expression of the caspase-3 protein.

Use SPSS 17.0 software for processing. Express the measurement data as \((x \pm s)\), and perform the normality test. The normal distribution uses one-way analysis of variance, variance uses LSD method, and variance uses d T3 method. If it does not meet the normal distribution, then use rank independent test (K independent sample). Significance level \(\alpha = 0.05\).

**Results and discussion**

**Comparison of Protein Content between the Two Groups**

As shown in Table 2, the content of activated caspase-3 protein in the control group was 0.439±0.091KD, and the experimental group was 0.235±0.089KD. This indicates that the expression of caspase-3 is up-regulated after spinal cord injury, and its activity is enhanced. SCI inhibits the expression of apoptotic protein caspase-3 in spinal cord tissue, promotes spinal cord function remodeling and innervates the bladder and pelvic floor. The possible mechanism of transplantation of placental mesenchymal stem cells into the neurogenic bladder is to regulate and improve the pelvic floor muscle group. Coordination, inhibit excessive detrusor muscle activity and regulate bladder function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Comparison of Caspase-3 protein expression between the two groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Effect of Placental Mesenchymal Stem Cell-Derived Nerve Cell Transplantation on Neurogenic Bladder Function Recovery**

The results of the study show that placental mesenchymal stem cell transplantation can effectively restore neurogenic bladder function. The urodynamic examination is now considered to be a diagnostic and therapeutic efficacy index for the neobladder after SCI. It can accurately and objectively reflect the functional status of the lower urinary tract while correlating subjective observation with bladder storage and urination functions. It provides a set of parameters for the diagnosis and evaluation of the neobladder. As shown in Figure 2, the maximum bladder capacity and bladder compliance of the control group were 1.087 ml and 35.874 cm H2O, respectively, and the bladder basic pressure and urinary leakage point pressure were 51.673 cm H2O and 0.0697 ml/cm H2O, respectively. Compared with the control group, the maximum bladder capacity and bladder compliance of the experimental group increased significantly \((P<0.01)\), and the bladder basic pressure and urinary leakage pressure decreased \((P<0.05)\). The values of these four items are 2.318ml, 28.892cm H2O, 46.34cm H2O, and 0.1389ml/cm H2O, respectively. This is because placental mesenchymal stem cell transplantation can increase the maximum bladder capacity and compliance of neurogenic bladder rats after spinal cord injury, reduce detrusor spasm, thereby reducing bladder pressure and lowering urine of patients with spinal cord injury.
79.8%, while the TUNNEL value of the experimental group after placental mesenchymal stem cell transplantation decreased significantly, from the initial 78.5% to 52.56%. This reflects that placental mesenchymal stem cell transplantation can effectively reduce the apoptosis of spinal cord tissue and restore bladder function to a certain extent.

Therapeutic Mechanism of placental Mesenchymal Stem Cell-Derived Nerve Cell Transplantation on Neurogenic Bladder after Spinal Cord Injury

Mesenchymal stem cell transplantation improves the ultrastructure of detrusor muscle tissue, significantly reduces the rough endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondrial swelling, reduces thigh fibrils, and effectively improves the elasticity and compliance of detrusor muscles. As shown in Figure 4, the detrusor elasticity of the experimental group rose to 0.22HZ, and detrusor compliance increased by more than 83%. This shows that MSCs transplantation restores damaged bladder tissue cells to normal morphology, reduces inflammation and damage, maintains the normal morphological function of membrane epithelial tissue, and thus maintains the normal contractile function of detrusor muscles.

The results of this study show that placental mesenchymal stem cell transplantation can rapidly differentiate into nerve cells to compensate for the massive apoptosis of cells. As shown in Figure 5, the newly added cells in both parts were higher than the control group's 15%, 20%. This article believes that after transplantation with MSCs, the number of spinal cord cells has recovered to a certain extent. Therefore, the neurogenic bladder has a certain function recovery.

Discussion

Urinary dysfunction caused by neurogenic bladder (NB) is currently the most difficult problem (27). Urinary dysfunction usually leads to difficulty in urination, prolonged urinary incontinence, repeated urinary tract infections, urinary tract stones and kidney accumulation, and even kidney failure in patients with SCI, usually accompanied by bladder pressure and urinary incontinence with frequent urination, urine urgent, a significant increase in urine leakage (27, 28).

Mesenchymal stem cells have a very powerful ability to differentiate neurons, making them resistant to apoptosis, repairing tissue damage and reducing the inflammatory response at the site of spinal cord injury (29). MSC reduces the detrusor muscle spasm by increasing the number of neurons in the spinal cord injury area and the maximum volume and compliance of the bladder, thereby reducing bladder pressure after
spinal cord compression and treating the neo-bladder (30).

At present, the main strategies mainly include preventing and reducing secondary injuries, improving the intrinsic capacity of nerve regeneration, eliminating nerve regeneration inhibitors, improving the regeneration of spinal cord nerve tissue and the good internal microenvironment of the injured spinal cord (31). At present, there are many methods to treat spinal cord injury, including improving spinal cord perfusion pressure, drug therapy, surgical treatment, limb function recovery, hyperbaric oxygen therapy, etc. (32). However, most of the treatment methods that have achieved significant clinical effects are currently not available. Most researches are limited to the animal test phase (33). Therefore, the repair and functional repair of spinal cord injury has always been a problem that plagues the medical community. Since the 20th century, with the increase in scientific research investment, the public's interest in SCI has continued to grow, science and technology have continued to develop, policies and regulations related to basic stem cell detection and clinical trials have been continuously improved, and basic research on the treatment of spinal cord stem cell injury has been increasing (31, 32). Including neural stem cells (NSC), the relative pursuit of stem cell transplantation technology is gradually increasing. The results of countless basic experiments completed by exogenous neural stem cells so far indicate that it is difficult to obtain a suitable source of exogenous neural stem cells, and there are related immune rejections and prone to tumor formation. And violation of related ethical issues, etc. (34).

Spinal cord injury (SCI) usually does not endanger the patient's life, but the main cause of death is complications caused by spinal cord injury (35). In patients with spinal cord injury, urinary dysfunction is extremely common. About 81% of patients have a certain degree of urinary system dysfunction within one year after the injury, and less than 1% of them can fully recover. Due to various factors or diseases, the connection between the bladder and the urination center is interrupted, and the urination control information of the brain cannot reach the bladder. Causing bladder dysfunction and urinary system damage, there are usually neurological diseases or traumas (36). Due to the different stages of spinal cord injury, the clinical manifestations of the neurogenic bladder are also different (37). The main complications of the neurogenic bladder caused by spinal cord injury are urinary tract infection, deterioration of upper and lower urinary tract functions, and urinary calculi. It will cause various effects on the lower urinary tract, and also cause great difficulties for the treatment of urologists. Severe symptoms can lead to early chronic renal failure and death (35, 36). The neurogenic bladder will have different clinical manifestations for different nerve segments and the degree of injury. Although there are stem cell therapy, sacral cord electrical stimulation, pelvic floor muscle electrical stimulation, etc., the recovery and treatment of the neurogenic bladder is still a worldwide problem (37).

Stem cells are cells of origin with proliferation and differentiation potential and self-renewal and replication capabilities (2). In recent years, stem cells have become a popular direction in clinical treatment and basic experimental research due to their outstanding characteristics (36). Many scientists and researchers have devoted themselves to studying the directed differentiation of stem cells and their application in tissue engineering (2, 38). Stem cell research is a very large and complex research category. There are many discovered and potential stem cells used in treatment and repair (33). Stem cell researchers are engaged in efforts in many different directions, including seeking new sources and methods for pluripotent stem cells, inducing other stem cells to differentiate into pluripotent stem cells (iPSC), conducting research on stem cell intervention in the early stages of experimental animals or humans (38).

In this study, 50 SPF Wistar rats were selected to establish a rat model of spinal cord injury to simulate the bladder symptoms after spinal cord injury, with good clinical similarity. The experimental group was transplanted with placental mesenchymal stem cell-derived nerve cells to compare the urodynamic and TUNEL positive rates. At the same time, the site and degree of spinal cord injury can be effectively controlled in the model preparation. The results showed that the number of spinal cord cells recovered to a certain extent. The neurogenic bladder has a certain functional recovery. With the rapid development of science and technology, the methods
of treating neurogenic bladder have also increased. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages, and there is no unified treatment method. At the same time, we are also working hard to transform the results of basic science into clinical medicine in the field of treatment to benefit more patients.
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